The Trial of Jesus...
From a Lawyer's Perspective

A Classic in the Walton Collection
* Find a deeper understanding of Calvary
* Consider His victory at the cross
* Question: What shall I then do with Jesus?

Album of 5 Presentations on 5 CDs - $20.95
Special $16.95 / mp3 $8.95

Apostle Paul's Counsel for Today...

How to Avoid:
* Christianized Spiritualism
* "Marketing" methods of the enemy
* Spiritual seduction
* Loss of shelter in time of trouble

Album of 5 Presentations on 5 CDS - $20.95
Special $16.95 / mp3 $8.95

How to Handle Temptation....
To be considered:
· Jesus' life in the wilderness
· Dealing with the human fatal flaw
· How to handle anger and lust and....

Album of 7 Presentations on 4 CDs - $16.95
Special $14.95 / mp3 $6.95
Click to Learn More - CDs
Click to Learn More - mp3

The Forgotten Grace of Humility!

This fatal condition...
* Is called the cancer of "self" and "pride"
* Must be detected and cured
* Left untreated will cost your life

Album of 5 presentations on 5 audio CDs $20.95
Special $16.95 / mp3 $8.95
Click to Learn More - CDs
Click to Learn More - mp3

The Nature and Work of the Holy Spirit...

For You:
* To become a Spirit-filled Christian
* To be transformed and made holy
* To receive both the early and latter rain
* To receive the end-time seal of God

Album of 12 presentations on 12 audio CDs $42.95
Special $32.95 / mp3 $16.95
Click to Learn More - CDs
Click to Learn More - mp3
14 Powerful Evangelistic DVDs!

* Biblical presentations
* Visual illustrations
* Inspirational music
* Answers to Bible questions

Album of 28 Presentations on 14 DVDs - $99.95
Special $89.95

Click to Learn More - DVDs

At the Borders of Canaan...
A Challenge for Modern Israel!

Consider...

* No turning back
* Putting away the "gods"
* The dangers of mysticism
* Preparation for the latter rain

Album of 4 Presentations on 4 CDs - $16.95
Special $14.95 / mp3 $6.95

Click to Learn More - CDs
Click to Learn More - mp3

Preparing for the Close of Probation!

Answers to:
* John's poignant question in Revelation 6
* The burden of the Lord for His people
* The work Jesus has appointed us

Album of 3 Presentations on 3 CDS  $12.95
Special $10.95 / mp3 $5.95

Click to Learn More - CDs
Click to Learn More - mp3

Must the Biblical Feasts be kept today?

In this seminar:
* Find the facts about the feasts
* Prob the practice of Paul
* Study Colossians 2

Album of 6 Presentations on 6 CDs - $23.95
Special $19.95 / mp3 $10.95

Click to Learn More - CDs
Click to Learn More - mp3
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